
 

Art in Nature

Look at this photograph of a sculpture made by an artist called Andy Goldsworthy.
 

 

He has made the shape out of leaves from a
horsechestnut tree. He has used thorns to
hold them together. The sculpture is in the
woods where it was made.

Andy Goldsworthy: Inspired by nature

All of Andy Goldsworthy’s sculptures are like this, made out of the things he finds in nature and
nothing else. He only uses fallen or dying materials and never takes them away from where he
finds them.

He builds towers or arches with flat stones. He weaves with branches. He makes patterns out of
sticks and plant stalks.

He doesn’t carry a bag of tools and he doesn’t buy his materials. Instead, he goes empty-handed
to a suitable place and works with nature. He often starts work hours before daylight.

Instead of using glue, he uses the early morning dew or frost. Instead of using nails or pins, he
uses thorns.

Have you ever made a daisy chain or floated leaves down a stream? Well that is the kind of way
Andy Goldsworthy works. He is an artist with the curiosity of a child and a deep understanding of
nature.

Artists like Andy Goldsworthy are called ‘environmental sculptors’. This means they make
sculptures without causing any damage to nature or the environment. It is a different way of
working from most artists.
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Some more examples of Andy
Goldsworthy’s work

 

Dead but still standing
Made with plant stalks from the previous year.

 

Late evening calm
Made from poppy petals held with
water to a horsechestnut leaf.

 

Balanced Slates

Andy Goldsworthy

 

Some facts

♦      He was born in Cheshire in 1956
but grew up near Leeds

♦      He went to Bradford and Lancaster
Art Colleges.

♦      He has lived in Scotland for the
past 11 years.

♦      He is married with four children

♦      His only hobby is fishing
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Try it yourself
 

Anyone can have a go at being an environmental
sculptor. All that you need is a place which has lots of
interesting plants, trees, earth or rocks.

A visit to a park, wood, forest, rocky place, the beach
or even the school playground, will provide all of the
materials.

Here are some suggestions of things to make and
do, using nature’s materials.

•    Try weaving long grasses into something.

•    Use thorns to attach twigs, plant stalks and leaves
into patterns on the ground or along a tree trunk.

•    Arrange loose, large pieces of wood or branches
in an interesting and unusual way.

•    Float leaves, twigs or dying flower petals on pools,
streams or puddles.

You might like to keep a record of your sculpture.

Take a photograph or do a simple drawing of the
sculpture and write a description of it.

Think about:

– how it is arranged;
– what material the sculpture is made from;
– how the sculpture fits with its environment;
– a title for it.
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